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is a learning experience.
All Life
Elliot Bernstein

October 22, 1970

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION NEW JERSEY

Vol. XI Number 35

Homecoming, Soulful
Weekend Celebrated

Homecoming game provided plenty of action.

by Ina White

The alumni of Newark State
College "came home" to
numerous activities including
sporting events, a tour of their
rapidly-changing alma mater, the
crowning of the colleges first
Homecoming Queen and the
presentation of the outstanding
alumni award as the college held
its first football Homecoming last
Saturday, October 17.
The day's activities began with
coffee and donuts in Sloan
Lounge, followed by a soccer
match between Newark State and
Monmouth College. At noon , a
Beef and Brew lun c heon ,
featu ring a roast beef sandwiches
and unlimited beer, was held in
the snack bar. President Weiss,
members of the Alumni
Association and the three finalists
in the competition for
Homecoming Queen were among
those who attended a VIP
luncheon held simultaneously in
Downs Hall at which Magda
Lamba of Delta Sigma Pi was
named Homecoming Queen by
Mr. Frank Nero, a member of the
Class of 1968 and former
president of Student
Organization. Also named were
First Runner-up Yvett Lesta of
Lamda Chi Rho, and Second
Runner-up Diana Regan of Nu
Theta Chi.
The main event of the day was
the first football meeting of
Newark State and Paterson State
Colleges on the College Athletic
field. Although the results of the
game were disappointing, the
half-time activities were festive
and included a performance by
the new college marching band in

addition to the crowning of the
Homecoming Queen by Miss
Newark State, Lorraine Hill.
Bouquets were presented to the
finalists on behall of the Senior
Class and corsages were given to
the other girls competing for
homecoming Queen: Pam Vitiello ,
of Rho Theta Tau ; Nancy Nezgod ,
sponsored by the Class of '72 ;
Eileen Moczydolowski, of Nu
Sigma Tau ; Joan Minnicci of
Omega Sigma Psi ; Jo Ann
Schneider, of Beta Delta Chi ; and
Carol Wander, sponsored by
Alpha Sigma Mu Fraternity .
The Homecoming Queen was
chosen on the basis of poise,
personality, appearance and
school activities by a panel of
judges which included Dr. James
Parks, Dean of Students; David
Lichtenstein, President of Student
Organization; Lorraine Hill, Miss
N.S.C. ; Mr. James Jandrowitz of
administrative Public Relations;
Arthur Kirk , President of the
Alumni Association ; and Ben
Pierce, of the Class of '72.
Open house exhibits, a tour of
the campus and a piano recital
rounded out the afternoon's
activities, but the evening's events
were still to follow, featuring a
cocktail hour and a buffet
dinner-dance. Those attending the
dinner-dance were entertained by
the music Qf Sky (formerly BLT)
and, for those who preferred a
slightly slower tempo, the Ron
Drake Orchestra.
A regular feature of
homecoming is the presentation
of the annual Outstanding Alumni
Award. This year the award was
presented to Miss Frances Isabelle
Phillips, class of 1933 and a

resident of Upper Montclair. For
23 years Miss Phillips has devoted
her career working with the deaf
and hard-of-hearing, in addition to
13 years of service as a teacher
and administrator in Montclair,
Dumont and Randolph Township.
In 1959 Miss Phillips accepted
the position of Chairman of the
Department of Education at
Gallaudet University , Washington ,
D.C. and was principal of the
Kendall Demonstration School at
Gallaudet. She has also taught at
Montclair State College and at
Paterson State College. In 1965
Miss Phillips was named as the
Director of Special Programs for
the West Essex area schools, a
program en c ompassing nine
communities. At present, Miss
Phillips is employed as a Director
of a program for the deaf and
hard-of-hearing for the tri-county
area of Passaic, Hudson and
Bergen.
Miss Phillips was presented
with a plaque honoring her for her
"untiring devotion to the cause of
furthering meaningful and
productive lives."
The Homecoming events were
arranged through the joint efforts
of the Alumni Association led by
Mr. Kirk , president of the
Executive Council of the
Association; the Executive Board
of the Senior Class, led by Senior
Class President Tom Lindia; and
Newark State Alumni Coordinator
Miss Carmella Silvestri.
Characterized by Mr.
Jandrowitz as a successful first
homecoming, this year's
celebration was a worthy
beginning to the tradition of
homecoming at Newark State.

The Chamber Brothers gave their own interpretation of a Soulful
Sound.

Chambers Brothers,
Factory Perform ·;n TPA
by Rockin' Bob

This review is going to be a real winner - don' t blame me, Mr.
Editor - I'm sitting in the Rahway inspection station waiting to see if
my wheels are balanced and knowing they're not. (If we're here too
long, H.D. will have to come clean in my car). Here goes - sorry Robin.
Soulful weekend - great idea - it's about time this place got
some life in it (coUectively that is). We got there late and had to spend a
lot of time figuring out how to get in - we did . The first group came
out and gave us about all they could, which was quite a bit of musical
terms . This group, Factory, is quite professional and do what they do
very weU. Everything is tight and the funky Ten-Wheel-Drive sound can
be quite effective. The lead singer, Eddie, is very good, but I get the
feeling he would do a lot better with a Country-Blues type outfit. His
voice is strong and interesting, but should not b.e creamed over by all
that sound. The piano-organ player was also qttite interesting (quite)
and the original material was colorful. In all fairness, the group was
much better than audience-reaction would indicate. {Fillmore sickness
is spreading).
The Chambers Brothers are great guys and were easy to talk to.
They came out to an audience that was ready to be fucked on. It took
them a little while to get through; they were into some slow stuff that
wasn't moving. After "Can't turn you loose", it was a different story;
all hell broke loose. The Brothers has the whole audience in their hands
and really tore the place apart with a god-knows-how-Jong
interpretation of "Time has come today".
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Education Plus Politics
Equals Long
By Noreen Daly

I recently made a visit to Mr.
Thomas Long , principal of
McManus Junior High School in
Linden. The theme of our ra p
session was the cohesiveness
between an educator and a
politician. Mr. Long's name will
·appear on the Union County
Democratic ticket in one of the
fo ur slats for Freeholder , in the
November 3 elec tions. A resident
of Linden , he graduated fro m East
Stro ud sb u ry St ate Teachers
College in Pennsylvania and
earned his master's degree at
Rutgers University . A long time
server of country , county and
community , Mr. Long has been
active in the U.S . Marine Corps, a
lecturer on the narcotics situation,
chairman of the Mayor's
Education Committee on
Narcotics, consultant for Union
and Essex County Teen-age Safety .
Conferences, along · with his
association with educational
organizations.

During the course of the
interview , Mr. Long spoke about

the five main areas under the rule
of county government and
freeholders : criminal control and
law enforcement; educational
systems of communities
comprising the county; economic
welfare of the local population;
construction of roads and bridges,
and the conduct of elections. A
term used often in Mr. Long's
discourse ·about his campaign in
general , along with attitudes
concerning present local authority
was "cop-out," a stand which he
thinks is being taken by the
All-Republican Board of
Freeholders currently in office.
"Progress has been negligible - we
are three to five years behind the
other counties'' regarding the
above mentioned five areas. As an
example of this , the candidate
spoke of inefficient answers to
drug problems , inadequate

schooling on th e higher
educational level , seen by lack of
a sufficie nt comm unity college to
meet the demands of students and
by a local "gove rnmen t which is
not mo tivated to come to the
peo ple." In •order to remedy this
last problem, Mr. Long wo uld like
to see political meetings being
held twenty-four times a year,
each time taking place in a varying
locality , meeting at least once a
year in each of the twenty-o ne
municipalities of Unio n Cou nty.
This would give the oppor tunity
fo r attendance at those meetings a
greater chance. Mr. Long's hope is
to attract and involve the people
of his county in government 1heir government.
Mr. Long's approach is civic .
His involvement is geared toward
youth, whom he feels are the
"stimul u s to a functional
government." As · an educator, he
is in almost constant conduct with
young people. "An educator is an
example to students," and Tom
Long feels that to put -across
ideas, you must have experience,
and what better way to teach
government than to be active in
politics. The story doesn't end
there - he also has hopes that
many more teachers and members
of the educational system become
involved as he has. These people
can reach out to America's future
leaders who have the infl uence
needed for makin"g of a wholely
functional government - "the
pendulum will swing.''
The last time, the Democrats
had a fair part in local government
was in 1965 and 1966 when hey
held the majority of positions.
Since then , however , Democratic
representation has been just about
void . Notwithstandihg this fact ,
Mr. Long feels strongly that his
party has a good chance for
victory , saying "our ticket will
touch all types of people in the
country ." - Good luck Mr. Long.

Louis Falco Presented
Louis Falco, one of the most
exciting male dancers in the
modern field, will perform with a
company of featured dancers in
concert on Monday evening, Nov.
2 at 8:00 P.M . in the TPA.
Dance News says, ."Falco is an
. extraordinary dancer. He has a
total ph y sical, mental and

emotional involvement in every
role. He also has that sense of
daring, that pushing of technique
to the very edge of danger,
combined with a supreme
confidence in his own prowess
which is usually fo und only in one
or two of the greatest Russian
classicists."

Tickets for the dance concen ,
that is sponsored by the College
Center Board Dance Committee,
are $ .50 for students and $1.00
for the general public. This
program is another example of
CCB's efforts to provide students
with an opportunity for exposure
to great art at a minimal expense .

Board of Trustees Officers Chosen

D r. J ohn R . B rown,
Vice-President for Research and
D evelopment of the
Colgate-Palmolive Company, has
been elected as the Chairman of
the Newark State College Board
of Trustees. Dr. Brown, a member
of the Board of Trustees since
1967, succeeds Mr. John Kean as
Chairman of the Board and begins
his term this month.
Born in Mansfield , Ohio, Dr.
Brown earned both a bachelor and
master of arts degree from Oberlin
College. In 1938 he was awarded a
Doctor of Science degree from the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. Dr. Brown also
attended advanced management
programs at the Harvard
University School of Business.
He is a member of the Phi Beta
Kappa, and a member of
numerous professional groups
including the American
Association for the Advancement
of Science , the American
Chemical Society and the
American Institute for Chemical
Engineers. In 1963 he was named
By Dianne Arminio
as a member of the Board of
Re: Sandra Walcsak 's letter to needed , he said, but the Union Trustees of Oberlin College, and a
police
can
not
trespass
on
NSC
the Editor concerning "free
year later to the Board of Trustees
parking " of Town and Campus property to issue their tickets.
The Sec urity Force is
patrons.
barricading the entrances to the
The NSC Security Force, Kean lots to prevent unauthorized
during the past week , has initiated vehicles from parking during the
steps to terminate the "free weekends.
parking" of Town & Campus , .Boeglen has several suggestions
patrons in the Kean lots. Mr. to permanently inform outside
Lawrence T . Boeglen, Jr., security vehicles that the NSC parking lots
chief, has said, " Prior to this week are for NSC students and
formal complaints have been personnel only . He has been
issued to the Union township discussing them with President
police departinent concerning the Weiss and Mr. Armand Brillante,
cu stomers' t r espassing. The Director of Facilities. However ,
customers have no right to park problems have c om e up
on NSC Jots and certainly have no concerning ways to distinguish
'OK' from the college to do so ." ; between NSC cars sans decals and
Mr. Boeglen explained that outsiders , who are illegally
tickets issued by the college have parked .
Un t il the problem is
no effect upon the trespassers . .
" The· security fo rce has no permanently solved, the Security
jurisdiction over them . We can not Force assures us that the lots will
enforce our tickets on them." · be blocked off and the "free
Union municipality tickets are : parking" will end.

Trespass Solution
Sought For Campus
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of the Short Hills Country Day
School. He has been serving as the
Director and Vice-President of the
Research and Development
division of the Colgate-Palmolive
Company since 1957.

Mr. Albert W. Merck, director
of the pharmaceutical firm of
Merck and Company, has been
elected as the vice-chairman of the
Board of Trustees. A member of
the Board of Trustees since 1968,
he is a graduate of Harvard
University. Mr. Merck, in addition
to his executive duties, teaches
evening classes in American
government at Morris County
College and holds master of arts
degrees from Columbia and
Rutgers Universities.
He is chairman of the Planning
Commission in Medham, and a
member of the Board of Trustees
of the Westminister Choir College
in Princeton , the St. George's
School, Newport, R.1. , and the
Morristown Memorial Hospital.
The third officer chosen by the
board of Trustees to serve for the
coming year is Mrs. Mary R.
Burch who has been elected to

serve as the Secretary of the
Board. A graduate of
Shippensburg State College, Mrs.
Burch has done graduate work at
Columbia and Temple
um.,,,,...-~
- "1a .....,,.
..
of the Essex County College
board of trustees, and has served
as a member of the Board of
Education of the Newark Schools.
In 1949 Mrs. Burch founded
and directed the Leaguers, Inc., an
educational and cultural
organization for youth designed
to stimulate interest in continued
formal training. Recently , The
Leaguers, Inc. opened a new
multi-storied facility to carry out
theri programming. In addition,
Mrs. Burch, is a member of the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People ,
the National Conference of
Christians and Jews, Symphony
Hall, Inc., the United Community
Corporation, the Newark Cultural
Center for Youth and the Morrow
Association in Correction.
All three officers were elected
to their positions by unanimous
vote of the Board of Trustees.
~

Double Art Show
To Be Displayed
Works by members of the Fine
Arts Department will be displayed
in a double showing entitled
" Seventeen F aculty , 1970 ."
Works by W. Carl Burger, Carol
Cad e, John Cornish, Austin
Goodwin , Pearl Greenberg , James
Howe , Johann Jochnowitz, David
Jones, Bernard Lipscomb , Michael
Met z ger , Ale c Ni ch olescu ,
Leonard Pierro, Fred Schwartz,
Charles Simonds, David Troy and·
Theodosius Victoria will be shown
in two Newark State galleries: the
Little Gallery of the College
Center, and A-102 of the Fine
Arts Wing. The exhibitions which

opened during Homecoming, will
run through November 25 ,
Monday through through Friday
from ~: 00 a.m to 10:00 p.m.
" Se;-;-nteen Faculty , 1970"
emphasizes the differences rather
than similarities in bringing
to get h e r art ist s; pa int ers ,
sculptors, and de signer craftsmen;
who vary widely in approach and
technique yet are all members of
the Fine Arts Department. The
exhibition is coordinated by Miss
Zara Cohan, also a member of the
Fine Arts Department of the
college .
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Gifted and Black Presented
by Eugene Fixler
"To Be Young , Gifted , and
Black" is a portrait of Lorraine
Hansberry in her own words. It is
extremely important to stress the
latter phrase since the able cast of
seven, both male and female at
times, speak lines as the late Miss
Hansberry would from her letters,
diaries, notebooks, and portions
of her plays. No single member of
the company plays Miss
Hansberry; rather, all in turn male and female, black and white
- portray her, her characters, and
the people who most affected her.
The play opens most
effectively with a gallery of the
characters she created with a
speech she delivered shortly
before the opening of "A Raisin
in the Sun". Miss Tina Sattin
delivers this speech brilliantly and
catches the insecurity of Miss
Hansberry as she enters into the
big time and stands upon the
threshold of her career. As a
matter of fact, it appears that Miss
Hansberry was always not quite
certain of the depth of her writing
powers. As a privileged member of
the audience it wa s obvious that
few of her contemporaries could
come close to the brilliance of this
great writer. From her word s we
can perceive that she was gifted
with intellect but what ts more
important, she was constantly
both aware and unashamed to
share her feelings with us.
The cast utilizes only one piece
of scenery which is an abstract
·
·
the _ multiole
~~~~~ tttn'itwp,
at\n a s-peaken;. platform. The
power of her words and the actors
in the cast transcend the need for
props and if anything, draw the
audience into a level of greater
involvement.
Uniquely stimulating are scenes
from Miss Hansberry's two plays,
"A Raisin in the Sun" and "The
Sign in Sidney Brustein's
Window". Perhaps the scene of
greatest power is when Miss
Hansberry leaves her hospital bed
during her short bout with cancer
to present awards to some young
and promising black writers. It
becomes evident that she was very
much at terms with herself at this
time in her life and comfortable in
her choice of writing power as her
ever-deepening involvement in
"the movement".
It must have been a great gift
of life to have known her since
not many great people of the last
decade were able to express a
oneness with their own people
and all people. She knew how to
put the truth of black people's
lives on the stage and at the same
time knew how to share with us

By Patti Ann Lee

Free Universit y ha s begun! On Tuesday, October 13 , the
Cont emporary Mu sic and Counter Culture course, and the Field Studies
in Urban Life course met for the first time. Wednesday , the Hatha
Yoga , Legitimate Dancing, and the Sexual Revolution classes began.
Thursday's classes included Minorities and the Law, a poetry workshop
and "What is Free University?"

?

·

Each class is a different type of learning experience. No longer are
you plagued by grades or even teachers, in most cases. The courses are
designed as discussion groups with a mutual flow of dialogue between
the guides and students . The guides are volunteers from the student
body , teachers, and community leaders.
Contemporary Music and Counter Culture is an attempt to learn
the origins of today's music. This is done by using recordings and
individual experience. Bob DiFernardo and Howard Duff serve as guides
to this class. which meets Tuesday from 5:00 to 7:30 p.m . in Willis
A28.
Field Studies in Urban Life is a course in which the students will
discover the economic and cultural structure of several urban
communities through field trips. Charles Tyson, the director of Black
Studies. guides the course which meets on Tuesdays l :40-2 :55 p.m . in
Willis 405 .
Hat ha Yoga is conduct ed by Dina Certulo and meets Wednesday
8 :30 p.m. in the Campus School. room 118. It is designed to
6:00
achieve restfullness through yoga by exercising, cha rting and
meditation .

Lorraine Hansberry, author of "To Be Young, Gifted and Black."

the torments and pleasures of
white arrtisti c bohemia of the
Greenwich Village intellectual set.
The cast was virtually flawless
in their interpretations of her
powerful words. Special mention
should be made of the numerous
roles played by Cam ill e

personally chose to ignore them .

Who could possibly find a
better description of her loss to
the world of people than those
words by Martin Luther King
upon her death. "If Lorraine
Hansberry was the last of he·r
kind. then chaos and barbarism
~ . . . Ho~ ,-nterpretatJon of'
the young Miss Hansberry as a stretch before us into infinity . My
new college student suddenly God, how we need her today" .
aware of the black African culture
As I reflect upon this evening
is superbly done. I can recall this of theatre, and I find myself doing
scene as played by Diana Sands in this quite often, I can understand
the movie "A Raisin in the Sun" the inspiration that Nina Simone
and found Miss Yarbrough's must have received the evening
version to be superb. Definitely an she saw the play in New York .
actress to watch for in the future. Most people are not aware that
I still remember driving in my her very fine song "To Be Young,
car when the news was Gifted, and Black" was written on
interrupted by a bulletin an evening "after" she
announcing Lorraine Hansberry's experienced the play. See the
de.ath in 1965, at the age of 34. play, or read the very fine .book of
The world was forewarned that the same title and I am certain
she had been seriously ill and the that you will understand Miss
implications were there but I Simone's identification.

•

nottce

The American Student Union,
a state-wide organization aimed at
better education , better student
government is holding its firt
official meeting on Oct. 27 , 1970
at the Sloan Lounge in the
Student Center, during the college
hour. The organizations aims will
be presented. Those who are
interested in joining A.S.U . may
sign up at the meeting.

•

KARMA - On Oct. 28 , Wed.
night is our Halloween
celebration . It's going to be "Ugly
Nite" and we would Jove to see
you come in costume . See how
ugly you can be 1

We will be closed on Friday
Oct. 30, cause we're going to the
all night Film Festival. We tU see
ya there .

Teacher Evaluation Revived
by Susan Cousins

A group of students chaired by
Jim Harrison, is now attempting
to revive the defeated committee
of Course and Teacher Evaluation.
Their purpose is to provide a
handbook that N.S.C. students
can refer to in the future when
choosing courses and teachers.
The N .S.A. pamphlet in
evaluating the failure of past
evaluations, contributed it to the
loss of administrative, faculty and
student support. This was due, in

Learning Abounds

part , to the lack of publicity by
student news.
The evaluation committee is
awaiting approval, from the
Faculty Senate so that they can
include three of the faculty
members. Although we are asking
for their help, faculty approval is
not needed to continue the
evaluations.
Questionnaires are going to be
distributed among the students
and the contents will aim at

analyzing courses and teachers.
The foundation of the handbook
will be the results of these
questionnaires.
Despite the overabundance of
grievances, on this campus,
student participation and interest
in the Evaluation Committee is
null. Perhaps this is due to
ignorance of its existence. No
longer! Meetings are scheduled for
each Thursday during College
Hour! ·
·

The Sexual Revolution? is the course conducted by Eugene
Fixler, director of Student Activities , in an att empt to reach hon est,
free disc ussion of the subject. The class meet s Wednesday 8 :00 - 9 : I 5
a.m. in Willis I 04.
Minorities and the Law is a step to ward understanding the
proble m of minority groups . Led by Arnold Gold and Martin Diamond ,
ACLU attorneys, the class meet s Thursday 5 :00 - 7 :30 p .m . in Bruce
21 3.
The Poetry Workshop . meeting Thursday 7:00 - 10:00 p.m. in
Willis 317 is designed to pursue individual interests in poetry, through
reading and discussion . No set plan of material to be covered has been
arranged by guide William R. Brown.
The additional courses. recently added to the Free University
schedule are Legitimate Dancing which meets on Wednesdays 4:30 5:45 p.m. in the Gym Dance Studio, and What is the Free University?
meeting Thursday 3:05 - 4:20 p.m. in Bruce 207.
Each course meets once a week and is open to everyone on or off
campus. Registration forms are not rquired and courses are still open.
Come out and liberate YOUR mind.

Intercourse
By Bill Hoefl ing
How does intercourse and
liCA TE pertain to each other?
Simple. People helping people.
Believe it or not, apathy at
Newark State is king no more.
Over one hundred students are
giving up at least two hours of
their time a week to create a
better world. "I ou are probably
now thinking, what the hell does
N.S.C. students do in two hours a
week to make this a better world?
Simple enough, they are helping
little people face the problems of
education
not only book
problems, but emotional problems
of just needing someone who gives
a damn about them.
Chairman of SCATE, Pete
Zanias along with the staff are in
the process of, along with the the
traditional tutoring program,
trying to get some new things
going. But it all comes down to
one thing, they need people.
People who are willing to give
time to care. Some of the things
SCA TE is hoping to do, this year
yet. to come, are, getting involved
with experimental schools, one in
Newark and one in Elizabeth who
need people to act as tutors and
aids.
To continue on with this
article in a long and glorious "pep
talk" would be a waste of both
yours and my time. So I am going
·,:o- list ·some of l he· things coming

& SCA TE

up. If you like people and want to
care. come over to the SCATE
office and give us some of your
time.
l. One parochial school in
Elizabeth needs tutorial aid.
2. Person needed to aid in
recreational program for mentally
retarded at Westfield Y Tuesday,
2: 30-3: 30 starting in January.
3. Thinking of starting a
program for high school drop-outs
to help them pass equivalency
exams.
4. For your faculty at the
college , who are reading this and
saying. "What a nice thing the
students are doing," - we need
help from you also - pick up the
phone at your desk and give us a
call, or drop us a note at the
SCATE office and we will contact
you.
COMMUNICATIO NS:
For you people who are in the
program already and are having a
problem, stop over and see us. I
am sure that the----tist of faculty
volunteers will be long and if we
can't help you with your problem,
one of the faculty can.
Group leaders, make sure you
return your data sheets to us.
A coffee hour is in the
planning to discuss your problems
- · lectures on various subjects,
new math, reading, and behavior
problems. TIME AND PLACE
WILL BE ANNOUNCED.
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"Truth cannot be forces but must be allowed lo plead /or .itself."

THE NEED FOR A SPEECH
AND THEATER DEPT.
In 1960, plans were drawn up for a
proposed program in the area of Theater and
Speech. The plans floated around until the
spring of 1969 when the English Dept. asked
that the project be formalized by Mrs. Fry .
A building was planned in 1965 to house the
yet embryonic department. The blueprints
were finished in 1967 and the building was
r~ferred to as supposedly the only
prerequisite for the new dept . The building
is now near completion and talk of the
Theater and Speech major and minor
electives has been aborted. The
INDEPENDENT would like to know why .
Apparently , there is support for this new
field in N .S.C. 's studies. In one day , 265
names were signed to a survey expressing
interest in the major-minor electives.
The creation of this department would
not be a radical change of proceedure for the

college. It would add no additional cost to
the school's budget. We have the professors
needed with the required training. The
books needed are in the library already. As a
matter . of fact , we are the ONLY state
college that doesn't have a Theater and
Speech Dept. What happens to a transfer
student who comes in from a two year
college expecting to be able to finish his
Theater and Speech major? Does the college
expect to shrug and say " Tough darts, kid ."?
What about incoming freshmen with a desire
for such a major? Are they to be ignored?
Since the interest is there, and the need
is there ... why isn't the department there?
It would seem to us that someone should
lend an ear to the t):leater people. The
INDEPENDENT supports them in their
attempts and thinks it's about time the
student body did too.

GOLDEN TONGUE AWARD
The First Annual Lack of Taste Award is
hereby awarded to senatorial candidate
Nelson Gross, who is now in the process of
living up to his name . After stating that all
those folks who heckled Nixon should be
expelled from New Jersey (Land of the free,
Ja la la), Gross has been centering his latest
speeches on the problems of hecklers and
national security. Talk about relevant topics

for someone who is running for senate!
By the way, another quip from Mr.
Gross: "Are we going to go the way of the
Fulbrights and McGovems, who ar~ tearing
the country apart? .. I'm so relieved to know
that he's on the side of Agnew and Mitchell,
two people who have worked so hard to

bring everyone in the country so close
together.

~ldysp6\kltlq . ......... by Phil

frank

Dear Little Red Riding Hood ,
There are no big bad wolves
waiting inside the Browsing Room
to pounce on your delicately
framed body, sink their teeth into
your Wly-white body parts, and
make you their meal , so there was
no need for you to be rescued.
Actually, there is nothing
which you have to know so much
about "in" the Browsing Room,
as ,it is just another lounge open
for the college community to
utilize. The only basic difference
is that, instead of being utilized
by . the "european" segment on
campus, as all other lounges are,
the Browsing Room is utilized by
black students. With this basic
difference comes a difference in
social activities, interests,
conversation, and music.
So, if you are just another
nosey european who wants to
snoop around and be entertained
by our loud, boisterous
expressions, mannerisms, etc., or
pick up on a few new dancing
steps, be our guest. This is nothing
new to us. We would not consider
you ignorant for that. But if you
are expecting "red carpet"
treatment , you are one tired
individual, and need to retire to
Sloan Lounge for some mental

last moment from walking into
the Browsing Room. I know she
was just trying to be smart, but
being Black, I can be just a little
bit smarter. This was a deliberate
insult to the Black Students on
this campus. The Browsing Room
isn't owned by the Black
Students, therefore, anyone who
wishes can enter at anytime. She
didn' t see any signs stating: "The
Black Browsing Room . . . No
Whiteys Allowed!!"
She said that she didn ' t know
anything about the Browsing
Room " except that it had a good
sounding radio." What is there to
know, tell me!? In the past, White
Students, in particular, have had
so much to say about the Blacks
occupying this room, WHAT IS
THE HASSLE? If we want to go
anywhere on this campus, we
don 't hesitate for one moment,
and we never will.
We don't have any intentions
of apologizing to her for not
knowing about the Browsing
Room. lngnorance in this
situation is nothing to be
dismissed , but I realize that it is
not her fault . Education should
have been in such a manner that
she would know that Black
congregations don't necessarily
mean a bunch of raving-mad
natives ready to rescue her.
from entering the Browsing Room
and this letter will make a Less

therapy . .

1,l?Jloran

Open Door
Policy

er on of. e r

N

Gwen Guthrie·

.WIison

P.S. Now~ ls that B\ack

Editor's Note:
I was hoping I wouldn't have

enough

for you?

to point this out, but the article in
question was intended by the
author to be a satirical one using
the 'timid white girl role to point
out the biased attitudes that exist
on campus, including the one
towards the Browsing Room . The
author was not speaking for
herself but rather in the character
of narrator. I'm glad , however
that this aura of "mystery"
concerning the room has b-een
broken down in the above letter.

Mute
Tirade

To the Editor:
Now that the fab-groovy-grea t
Janis J . has passed away, let me
list some of the high ( or low)
points which she scored .
l) Joplin, with her
mind-numbing, ear deafening
vocal ability , has helped
contribute to thousands of future
hearing losses/problems. It is a
Dear Editor,
In a recent letter to "Where the researched fact that 75% and
Action Is", a timid White girl more of teenage hearing problems
wrote how she was saved at the
(Continued on Page 11)
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By Bob Albine
;
Two weeks ago I touched upon the not ion of the need to
di sc redit the so-called radical revolu tionary and de prive him of any and
all associatio ns with legi timacy. This topic, I think, is worth y of some
further discourse.
·
'

There is at large an atte mp t by various elements in ou·r soc iety to
den y their obligati ons and responsibilities which come with li ving in a
democratic-republic. Their goal is to equate an y thing th at is with being
evil - if it is, then it is evil. The general term applied to the aggregate of
evils is " the Establishm ent. " The "Establishment " of co urse is broken
down into an y numb er of subgroups such as " military-industrial
complex ," or " fascists pigs," depending on yo ur individual paranoia.
The amazing thing, to me at least, is the weigh t and serio usness which
others app arently at tribu te to the perni cious jactitations of th e
"revolutionaries."
Take for example the " righ t to revolution" itself. · The
co mtempora ry rebel takes p ride in being able to point to th e fo unding
of .this nation by revolution. His assertion , whi ch he makes by ut,i lizing
the Declarat ion of Independence itself, is that if the government of
Ge orge III was rep ressive and unresponsive to the American people
once, and it was legiti mate to re volt then , it naturall y foll ows t hat a
repressive and unresponsive government now sho uld also be overth rown
by a revolution. Even Supreme Court Ju '. tice William 0 . Douglas agrees
with this point , the poor thing .

Jr. Parker, Now on capitol

Please note a fundamental difference between 197 0 and 1776;
today there exists an elected representative government which did not
exist then. Now yo u may not like certain or even all of !those
individuals who are elected to public offi ce. But the fact remains th at
the y were elected, and to deny their legitimacy to govern is to deriy the
democratic process itself.
·
Now the most serious attempt this nation has had previously to
deny the legitimacy of elected officials to govern occured in 1860. It
was then declared that nullification and secession were rights which the
states could exercise if they so decided. Today nullification and
secession appear in new guises. They appear in the form of insane
bombings of college campus buildings, or the burning down of the Bank
of America, of the,.Physical takeover of private or public property . And
Jusr as the South was repressed in the Civil War, so too should the

exponents of revolution be similarly repressed . Now one would hope
that a real revolution or another Civil War are avoidable alematives,
however, there does exist a right on the part of the people to defend
themselves from attack, and there is most certainly an obligation on the
part of government to protect its citizens from internal violence. This
right and obligation ought to be utilized to the isolation and
destruction of any and all elements preaching, supporting or practicing
revolution .
Of course none of this will ever happen if it is not demanded by
the populace in general, and that is in part the significance if someone
like the Vice-President. He has ·taken it upon himself to attack the
revolutionaries, expose the hollowness of their rhetoric, arou~e the
people in opposition and mobilize opinion against violence and
revolution. For all of this he is reviled as contributing to the
polarization of young against old, rich against poor, and white against
black. But pleas remember that Agnew is part of the "Establishment",
and quite clearly we have equated that with being evil.
One cannot yet determine what the outcome of the struggle to
achieve legitimacy will be. However, the mood of the nation as a whole
seems to still be drifting toward the political right, in the direction of
Jepression of the revolutionaries rather than to the left in concert with
them. With each successive act of insanity the nation becomes further
aroused and moves closer to the point of aceptance of nearly any.
measure to successfully achieve repression . The 73 to I vote in the
Senate on Nixon's anti-crime bill is one manifestationof the utter-and
total alarm with which the nation is currently viewing contemporary
events. What further measures will be offered and accepted if the fight
against crime and terrorism will be largely determined by those who arc
perpetrating the acts.

Notice
Hey kids! Tired of spotting
mistakes in THE INDEPENDENT
for nothing? Now you can do it
for profit. Yes, now those
misprints, those pictures of rock
groups without captions
identifying them (last week the
group was Savage Grace), those
sentences that sentences that
repeat themselves can win you big
prizes!

All you have to (\o is count
up all mistakes in this issue and
submit your list no later than
October 21 , 1970 and you could
win A DEAD BEAGLE, AN
EIGHT YEAR OLD ORPHAN!,
or A DATE WITH THE EDITOR
(If you're a guy, a good hearty
handshake .) Just remember to
remember to and thenlkfhgtjd.

By Howard Duff
There is very little one can
write about the group , Free. Th eir
single . "All Right Now," is th e
epitome of simplicity . It' s basic ,
raunchy and delivers a
tremendous wallop. Their album
"Fire and Water (A&M Sp 4268)
is "All Right Now" plus six other
entries. All are in the same
category. All are enjoyable .
Free uses deceptively simple
arrangements to build a music al
wall of sound that is impregnable .
The main ingredients consist of
strong drums, ever present base,
and a loud, raunch rhythm guitar.
Any other instrumentation is icing
added to the cake.
Whoever does the lead vocals is
quite good . (Reminds one of John
Finley of Rhino, but more
polished .) The songs range from,
the rock of ·'All Right Now" and
"Fire and Water"
Free's album is a standout in
an
era of pretentious
sch Io ck -rock-at tern pting-to•
be-art-group . Free is rock , pure
and simple . Pure. Simple .
Jr. Parker has been around for
a while and his new album on
Capitol , The Outside Man
(ST-564), isn't going to make too
many waves in the music world .

Not that the ·album is bad : it pointed out that there are a bunch
isn ' t . . . it 's ju st rhat it isn't as of old albums around that , for th e
good as it could have been . Park er most part. make C.S .N. & Y . look
has a good voice, he shows th at on pretty sick as a group . The albums
all the so ngs. The maj o r flows of are by a group named Buffalo
the album are the production and Springfield and among th e
the material.
members are Steven StiUs and Neil
Young .
The record sounds a little too
studioish , a little too forced . At
For anyone who is interested
times it comes close lo the slick in good music, the album s are in
production jobs heard on WVNJ's order of appearance: Buffalo
"Great albums of Music" sleeper. Springfield, (Ako 32-200-A) th e
The material 1s also strange . Some highlights include Steve Stills'
of it seems really a part of "For What It's Worth" and
Parker's style ("Love Ain't Nothin Young's "Now-a-days Claney
But a Business Goin On") But a Can't Even Sing" ( one of his best)
lot of it seems as out of place and "Out of My Mind : Buffalo
("Lady Madonna," " Tomorrow Springfield Again (Atco
Never Knows.") with Parker as 50-33-226) including StilJs' "Rock
()ne would detect Andy Williams and Roll Women" and Bluebird ,"
being uneasy grunting out and Young's "Expecting to Fly"
"Mississippi queen ." It just and ''Broken Arrow," and (last
doesn't jell .
but not etc.) Last Time Around
featuring Stills' " Four Day s
Parker is a bluesman . I wish
Gone," "Uno Mundo" and
he'd be recorded as such . It
"Question," and Young's "I am a
appears that Parker will go the
child" and "On the Way Home."
route of a lot of musicians wh o
The production is excellent. The
are given new styles when they
music is tremendous . It's a shame
reach the recording studios. It's a they were ignored then , before it
shame . He's too good to waste .
was "IN" to like C .S.N. & · Y .
With all the recent popularity Funny how _fads are , isn't it?
of Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young
NEXT WEEK:
and Taylor and Reeves and your
SIREN, POCO & OTHERS .
sister Irma's kid, it should be

The Sensitive Historian

Ed : Oh hello there , Mrs. Mattson . right hands and piles of rotting
l see you' re sampling our campus bodies. I couldn't eat my supper.
cuisine. Isn ' t that a pretty big Ed: I can see that would be a
meal for the middle of the day .
problem .
Mrs. M: Yes Ed, it is . I usually Mrs. M: I thought I might have to
stick to my diet yogurt but I have drop the class but then I hit on
Mr. Letterese's class today.
this idea of the big meal at noon.
Ed : Mr. Letterese requires you to Now I'm prepared for anything. I
eat a large meal before class?
wish I had thought of this last
Mrs. M: Not really . It's 'just a year when I · took Latin American
precaution I take.
History .
Ed : I know I'll be sorry but go on . Ed : That was bad too?
Mrs. M: Mr. Letterese believes in Mrs. M: I lost eight pounds the
the realistic approach to History . first month. We started with the
He wants us to know that people Aztecs and you know what they
have suffered . Just last week he were like . All that human sacrifice
did the European colonization of - they were big on crushed skulls
Africa . It involved a lot of severed and flaying their victims. We went

on for about three weeks abou t
that and then the action switched
to Spain and the Spanish
Inquisition.
Ed : Have ·you ever thought of
changing yo~_major?
Mrs. M: Yes, ~ English is just as
bad. When I was younger I read
alot of Dostoevsky and Thomas
Wolfe. You won't gain any weight
with them either. Dostoevsky's
characters are all tubercular and
they spit alot. Thomas Wolfe runs
more to blood flecked lips.
Ed: We're doing Dostoevsky in
Russian Lit. Perhaps I'll put on a
few pounds to carry me over.
(Continued on Page 12)
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NUD.E PAPER SERMON Unveils Soon
By Ro Robertson

Eric Solzman, creater 7th Nude Paper Sermon

The Nude Paper Sermon is a
sound-collage that defies accurate
description without experiencing
it. This Eric Salzman production
,may be experienced in the
Theatre for the Performing Arts,
Mon. , October 26 at 8:00 pm.
The Nude Paper Sermon is a
mu I ti-layered sound--drama
integrated into a total
composition. Verbal and
non-verbal sound create a radical
transformation of tradition under
the impact of new technology .
Blending solemn Renaissance
madrigals with electronic
feedback produces a juxtaposition
of two ages. The Nude Paper
Sermon celebrates the end of one
Renaissance and the beginning of
another.
The Sermon is composed of
"tropes for actor, Renaissance
consorts , chorus, electronics
featuring the Nonesuch Consorts
under the direction." According
to Webster , a trope is "the use of
a word or expression a figurative
sense. "
A c horus of
speaker' singer-grunter-shouters
exhibit tropes more expressively.
The sermon is explained by its

ABORTION: Murder Condoned?
By Barbara Arminio

Editor's Note: Miss Arminio is a

senior at the College of Saint
Elizabeth, Convent Station. She is
the President of the Student
Organization.
The Basic premise underlying
Janet Wilson ·s position (On
Abortion," The Independent
October 8, 1970) seems to be that
abortion is a good and necessary
thing.
Overpopulation is used as one
of the rationalizations for
abortion. Then why not employ
euthanasia ("mercy-killing of the
diseased and aged , which some
former proponents of abortion in
England are now calling for) too?
Hitler thought it was a good idea.
Sociologists have arguetl the
profound mistake that a society
make·s in giving· legislatures
jurisdiction over human life; such
practice might lead to legislation
requiring the placing of infertility
chemicals in drinking water and
obtaining a license when wanting
to have a baby. Who will arbitrate
where the line should be drawn to
contain such almighty power?
There are those who say
abortion is okay because its not
really murder and a woman can
do with her body what she wishes.
But from a biological viewpoint,
I'll prove that abortion is murder
(i.e., killing a person, not
removing a part of the mother's
body.)
The biologist defines life as an
intricate organization of
molecules structured in a precise
pattern to carry on a unique
metabolism and self-preservation
and which seems to be alive. A 7-8
week old fetus (when abortion
usually occurs) moves, takes
nourishment, grows by cell
division and has a heart beat. Who
can deny that this is life?
Furthermore, he or she is
human life. I. At the same stage
of development, the fetus
resembles the -human form with

toes, fingers, and sex organs. 2.
From genetics we know that the
fetus receives DNA (present in the
nucleus of every cell, controls its
functions) from the parents.
Every species has its own DNA ;
that of the fetus is human DNA.
Most importantly, the DNA of the
fetus is a different chemical
substance from the mother's;
.therefore, artificaJJy removing a
fetus from the womb can't be
equated to removing an appendix
or tonsils. 3. Some abortion
advocates ask, "Isn't there a point ·
when the fetus is not human?"
The biologists answer, "No!'' At
the moment of the fusion of
sperm and egg a ·human zygote is
conceived. 4. Others say that the
fetus is only potential human life.
But we must respect human
potentiality on every level, for
who of us could claim to be
complete humans?
The .conslusion, then, is that
abortion - be it by dilating the
cervix (scraping the walls of the
uterus), by injections of salt
solution into the uterus (to kill
the fetus) or by vacuuming the
fetus out (which Janet Wilson
tamely referred to as "the safe
aspiration method") is murder.
(The Liberal N.Y. abortion law
requires the attending physician
to sign both birth and death
certificates!) How many of us
could take the sight of a tiny
person struggling, squirming,
gasping for breath in a kidney
dish?! (And Janet Wilson doesn't
think this even rates classification
as major surgery because it's a
fifteen minute "procedure."
Doesn't she know some
vacuumings only take 90 seconds?
Other points of clarification: I.
The article bemoaned the fact
that N.Y.C. hospitals were too
crowded to take prospective
abortions. Isn't it a shame that
some people fighting for their
lives don't give up their room for
those who want to take lives? 2.
. Even hosp it a 1-p er formed

creator as the end of a culture and
the beginning of another ; it's
about illusions and stripping away
illusions. The N__ude Paper Sermon
with poetry by John Ashbery and
Steven Wade, exposes the endless
barrage of preacher, politician, TV
personality, professor, newscaster,
even poet. All those who use
words to manipulate others.
Spoken language - heard and
overheard , intelligible and
unintelligible , logical then
mystifying
is the subject
matter.
The Nude Paper Sermon was
created by Eric Salzman, who
wrote An Introduction to
Twentieth Century Music and
whose electronic works include
"The Peloponnesian War" ( a
dance/theatre collage with Daniel

Nagrin), "Feedback, Foxes and
Hedgehogs", and the score for
"Can Man Survive?", the mixed
media Centenial Exhibition at the
American Museum of Ni1Jural
History.
The Sermon is un~r the
musical direction of Joshua Rffkin
(the Baroque Beatles book and
c onductor for Judy Collins'
albums "In My Life" and "Wild
Flowers. "
The Nude Paper Sermon is
sponsored by the Performing Arts
Council to be featured in TPA
Monday , October 26 at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets will be available in the
Field Services office in Townsend
Hall and at the Information Booth
in the Student Center. Admission
is $1.00 for students and staff and
$2.00 for general Public.

lovers
lane

abortions aren't totally "safe."
Damage may be done to the
bladder or intestines if the uterus
is perforated. Infertility may
result from infection. Dilation of
the cervix may lead to future
miscarriages. 3. There's no
SC ie n ti fie
evidence that any
abortion is "emotionally
untraumatic," for anyone
involved! The guilt alone, even if
one chooses to consider it
undo u n ded , is something
horrendous to cope with. 4. The
article sympathizes with victims
of the "abortion system ." Instead
of superficially dealing with the
symptom of the problems by
helping them obtain them, how
about eliminating the reasons
these women seek abortions. For
the socio-economic reasons; work
for more job opportunities. For
the psychological ones, get less
expensive psychiatric· care or
better care for unwed mothers
and speedier adoption services or
assistance for families with
handicapped children. For the
medical reasons, provide
inc.en tives to researchers so
deformities can be wiped out.

NOTICE
NATIONAL , COALITION
AGAINST WAR, RACISM, &
REPRESSION REGIONAL
ACTION CALENDAR
202-737-8600, 1029 Vermont
Avenue, Washington D.C.
10-5-70 & ongoing - Marches, rallies &
non-violent civil disobedience at the
U.N. on Genocide in NYC. Making a
Nation, James Bevel, Vietnam Peace
Parade Committee, 212-255-1075.
10-15-70 through 11-15-70 - Series
of actions to "Take NYC out of the
war" in NYC. Vietnam Peace Parade
Committee, 212-255-1075 .
10-30-70 - Demonstration against
genocide in NYC. Young Lords Party,
BP Party.
mid-November - Trial of anti-draft
demonstraters in Rochester, N.Y. Glad
Day Press, Ithaca, N. Y.
11/15-23/7 ...: Varied
Demonstrations with non-violent civil
disobedience at UN in N.Y.C. Parade ·
Comm. 212-255-1075 . National Office
- 202-737-8600.

JADE
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Review ... PAT.T ON
By R. C. Kluger

During World War II , a United
States general slapp~d the face of
a soldier whom he acc used of.
cowardice. The general was
George Patton . The act became a
cause celebre which resulted in
the fo rced apology by Patton to
the enlisted man who had suffered
this humiliation at his hands.
The scene is one of the
highlights of the picturization of
"Patton" with George C. Scott
proje c ting a superb and
enthralling characterization of the
headstrong commander of a tank
division. Also on hand is Karl
Malden giving a fine performance
as General Omar Bradley.
But the picture does more than
portray the surface of war in
familiar blazing color and sound .
It attempts to probe into the
character of the war-lover. the
military man who chooses to
make the field of battle his career.

What kind of man is it who can
overlook the conflicts of a
battle-fatigued soldier and bash
him in the fa ce? Doesn't he fea r
wounds and death himself? When
the tanks roll against a desparately
fighting enemy. doesn't the sound
of machine guns and the sight of
men dropping around him strike
terror in his heart ? Are we to
accuse the man of inhumanity. of
an affinity ~ ith death?

Memo rable scenes in the
picture are the powerful opening
with Patton speaking directly to
the audience as ~hough they were
soldiers, telling them what his
ideas on war were like.
The picture is shot through
with the hideous sounds of war.
The shock of men who are hit, the
cries of the wounded. the bodies
of the dead. Nothing can sum up
the beastliness and futility of it all
better than the scene in which
civilian scavengers come upon
fallen soldiers and loot them of
everything worth taking, including
their medals.

Who could have turned back
th e terrible Nazi army
philosophers. pacifists or men like
Patton ? Ruthless to the point of
amorality. A seeke r after victory.
A frank worshippe r of might.

" God forgive me. " Patton said,
"
but
I love all this." He was
This is simultaneously the
failure and the glory of Patton. ·referring to the "excitement" he
But it is al so a tragic reflection of attached to war.
our d vilizati on th at breaks up
Patton was a Don Quixote
int o wars so often and call s fo rth playing the game of death. It is
the bloody gifts of the Pat tons to time that such black games are
end them .
ended.

To The Student Body

Dame Margot FontevJl

THERE IS NOTHING
LIKE ADAME
By RHM

Dame Ma rgo t Fonte yn. the world 's reigning Prim a Ball erina
Asso lu ta, returned to New York as Spe ial Guest Artist with the
National Ballet of Washington (D.C.) , dancin g the tit le role of
"Cind erell a" on Oct. 11 . The single matinee perfo rm ance at Brooklyn
College was the local premiere of this new produ ct ion with
choreogra phy by Ben Stevenson to Prokofi ev's score.
Currently on her second tour with NBW ., Fon teyn's supe ri or
standard of dancing may never again be equ aled. She is as fine an
actress as she is a dancer. Dame Margot was most touch ing and
vulnerable as the lone ly waif, whu through her Fair Godmot her's magil:,
was l:hanged into a Princess of joy and beauty.
The pas de deux provided for Cinderella and her Prince acce nted
Fonteyn's lyrical style. Expertly partnered by Desmon d Kelly, Dame
Margot's line and musical phrasing were flawless.
Desmond Kelly (the Prince) possessed a strong. clean technique,
as well as a commanding stage presence. As the Ugly Stepsisters,
Art isti<.: Director, Frederic Franklin and Edward Myers gave amusing
performances. It is a tradition in classical ballet that l:ertain female
character role be enacted by male dancers.

By Luis Sanchez
It is time fo r acti on. We have
been challenged.
No t too long ago, a frie nd of
mine erroneously comme nted that
college st uden ts (he does not
attend college) are laziness and
ignorance personified: that all
they ever do is dem onstrate and
shout obscenities to t hemselves
and their superiors: that they' re
incompetent academ ic-wise and
numero uno in the art of
draft-dodging (h e was rejected by
the Army): th at they really don't
give a damn. th ey don't care. and
that only the few, the amb itious
ones. do something because
there's a rewa rd in it fo r them. He
dared me to prove otherwi se. Of
course. be ing a student and a
veteran, I accepted the chal lenge
as a gentleman and cl early
inform ed him tha t hi s affront was
not onl y unju st, but unforgiveable
as wel l.
I had thought of bri nging him
here and show him how wrong he

wa s. but . being a skeptk. he
would laughed in my fa ce and
sa id : on ly the few.
So, I proposed the 'fo ll owing to
him :
Suppose I presen t a plan that
wou ld involve the enti re stud ent
body. He agreed. But this plan
would not inconven ience the
student body in the lea st. · He
grunt ed. I told him I could show
him a co lossu l display of student s
cari ng about something othe r than
what he be lieved them to ca re
about. Impossib le, he sa id.
I told him that students mean
what they suy . but th ut they
have n' t been give n half the chance
to do any th ing abo ut it. He
respo nded with the fi nge r of
defiance . So. I went on. for the
sake of clarifying the tru th abou t
stud ents and have them defend
themse lves, I will go to them and
as k them if they wo uld be will ing
tc r articipate in a whole some and
r ewar din g ex p e ri e nce b y
becom ing Foste r Parent s for a

~
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Even bathing ei·en d en

Mann & Centra l Aves., East Orange

''The Caretaker''
•

BY Harold Pinter

O ct. 22,23,24; Oct. 29 ,30,31

The National Ballet of Washington has gathered a promising
troupe of dancers and deserves the patronage of anyone in terested in
the performing arts. Hopefully the company wi ll ret urn in the near
future for a longer visit.

Thurs. & Fri. $2 & $2.50
Sa t. $2.40 & $2 .90

·

Feminine odor starts internall y, and no amount of bathing can remo\'l: it. Soap and
\\'ater ~imply can 't reach the
area \\'here the odor starts.
That's the reason you need
Norforms · ... rhct St!cund d<.?odoranC The~e tiny internal suppo~itorn:s kill germs-stop odor
dfecti\'ely yet safely. In fact, gentle, doctor-rested No rforms are
s6 safr and easy to use, you can .
use them as often as necessary.
No hath or sho\\'e r can gi~·e
you Norforms· protection. Get
Norforms, and you 'II feel secure and odorfree fo r hours.

ACTOR'S CAFE THEATRE

SPECIAL REDUCED
STUDENT PRICES

New York is a fort unate tow n to play hos t to guests like Fonteyn
and the National Ballets.

(Co ntin ued on Pag~ t 2/

ccm't sto/> it.·

Stevenson's choreography was admi rable throughout the three
acts. The costumes of No rman McDowell were genera ll y pleasing and
Edward Haynes' sets had a true elega nce in their design.

Dame Margot will be appearing with NBW again in Dec.: a tour
outside of Wash. is not presently scheduled. The Stuttgart Badet has
also invited Fonteyn to dance with them du ri ng their 197 1 N.Y.
engagement .

year and adopt a child through
Save The Children Federation. He
ac tuall y laughed in my face and
asked if I was serious. ·
I guess I am.
There you have it. Crazy? You
bet. But stop to think for a
moment : What 's $ 145 a year from
a student body of three or four
thou sand ? Thi nk fu, the r and
ima gine Newark State Coll ege as
the first co llege in th e co untry.
perhaps the wo rld, with three o r
fo ur thousand Foster Parents. It
has never heen done before tu my
knowled ge. Imagine ever further
a ll th e o th er coll eges and

T he second deodora nt.

r- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

I

RESERVATIONS O R 5-188 1

* FREE PARKING
Curtain :
Thurs. 7:30 P.M., Fri & Sat. 8 :30 P.M.

I
I

FREE NORFORMS MINI -PACK
plus informative hookier! Wr11c::
Noni.·1ch PharmaG1! Co.,Dcpt. CN.B,
Norwich, N. Y. 1)815. ( Enclose 25t
for mailmg, handlini,t.)

I
I Name_________
I Screcr_________
I City__ __ _ _ _ _ _
I Srn,~_ _ _ __,_ip _ _
I
Don 'c forget your zip code.
I
L--- - - - - - - - - - - -

I

J

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

.1

HOMECOMING: This Wa!

the Weekend that was
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Exclusive
Campus R epresenative
.

Wanted One Student to Become
Exclusive Campus Representative
To introduce and present a brand new
spe~ial Student Discount Program
to iunior, senior (and graduate) students
20 yrs of age and older
The successful candidate will earn up to $90 per
placement and be fully trained by Campus Sales
Encyclopedia Britanica Inc.

Interested parties should tele. J. Scully 686-4590

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
for personal interview

WfDKESD/\YS
3: 30 ALUMNI LOUNGE.

Hi. This is your coffeehouse. It's open every Wednesday
and Friday nite from 8 P.M. until 12 and Tuesday afternoons
1:30 until 4:30. It's always free but we appreciate donations for
food . Every night we're open we have entertainment, music,
films, drama and poetry readings, but we need you and your
ideas. Please come and bring your friends. See ya there.

More Sound & Fury
(Continued from Page 4)

originate in rock groups first! The
singers fall victim first ; the crowds
soon follow.
·
2) Janis (and dear J. Hendrix)
aided - if only in a small way the Mafia's illegal extravaganza.
Even if you don't believe in the
big M. ' s fist of g'reed
(power-supremacy), you must
admit nevertheless that Joplin
paid the highest price for keeping
drug-infested . pushers happy and
Mafia bosses rolling in money.
3) Joplin deserted her parents ,
nev~r wrote to them, and ignored
them. It's fashionable these days ,
of course . . . but such trends
change.
Deafness among thousands of
youth; Mafia support ; ignorance
as to a family life. You did well,
great and beautiful J .J. I just hope
you aren't burning too· much yet
in the regions of Dis, dear child.
R. Gorski
Editor's Note:
I don't think
have to
expound on your highly
intelligent method of conclusion
reaching. It is refreshing to see
that some people still listen to
their mothers.

Operation
Holiday
To the Editor:
I am sure many fellows on our
campus who could be called into
military service, especially to be
sent to Vietnam, would not want

What was supposed to be a compassionate and understanding
college football game looked more person with a second chance. All
like a Pop Warner skrimmage . No of the Doctor's Assistants are girls
band to play the ever-popular who have had abortions
school fight songs, no color guard themselves. so understandably,
to carry our honored American they spoke my language. I could
flag and no baton or flag twirlers relate to them far more easily.
I would like to include some
to show their talent and support
advice to girls who are faced with
our team.
If Newark State has formed a unwanted pregnancies. If you
football team, they must form the think you are pregnant - ACT
groups to go with it. Halftime FAST! You cannot really estimate
performance is half the the duration of the pregnancy.
excitement of watching the game. yourself. Before I called Clergy
It is the epitome of school spirit. Consultation , I thought I was only
As two lone boys strutted 6 weeks pregnant when actually I
across the 50 yard line - one as a was farther along. Call Clergy
drum major, the other with a Consultation Service. The number
trumpet acting as a one-man band , in New Jersey is 201-933-2937.
it was obvious the students want a Before seeing the clergyman you
must make an appointment with
performance.
Since it has taken Newark an obstetrician for a pelvic exam
State 1 I 5 years to form a football and ask him for a note ,
team, let's start now to organize a confirming you are pregnant and
band, color guard and twirling stating the length of the
unit to show some support for our pregnancy. Woman's Medical
Services will accept you if you are
fighting and winning team .
Maybe at next years' more than IO weeks pregnant , but
homecoming we won't have to after this time , the simple
watch Carteret High School's suet ion-aspirator procedure
Marching Cougar Band - we'll cannot be used and other methods
have the Marching Squires of must be employed.
Clergy Consultation will refer
Newark State College.
Patti Ann Lee you regardless of race, religion,
Class of '74 age, or financial status. To girls
who wish to terminate an
unwanted pregnancy, Good Luck:
My heart's with you. Thank you
again, Janet.
To the Editor:
Anon.
People, let's have more sound

More Sound

By H. Duff
(This Article is not for the hip)
When you're pretty close to
the music "biz". you find out that
there are just some things you're
not -supposed to like. For
example, if your head is anywhere
in music at all , your not supposed
to like Grand Funk Railroad.
O.K .. I don't. Also. if you know
anything at all , you just know
Cactus is a shuck. Here is where
my hipness falls away like a
castrated choir boy from a
nymph. I like Cactus. I think they
have their faults (like most
groups), but I really like them .
Cactus is made up of refugees
from Vanilla Fudge (Cam1en
Apiece on drums and Tim Bogart
on bass) and Mitch Ryder's old
band. the Detroit Wheels (Rusty
Day on vocals and harp and Jim
McCarty on guitar). All in all they
are four very talented musicians,
especially McCarty and Bogart.
But the things that cause people
to put them down are that (I)
they seemed to latch on the
high-energy music just when it
was fashionable to do so. and that
(2) they are another super- group
ala Blind Faith.
As far as the first point goes.
all four members of Cactus were
into high-energy music before
Grand Funk or the Stooges were
even conceived. So it was natural
for them to play like this. They
play this way naturally, and they

I Protest

By Anna Manous
Lately, a new phenomena is
coming onto the scene. All kinds
of groups. taking their cue from
(most recently) student "rebels."
are becoming openly defiant in
defense of their human I ights.
From policemen to prisoners.
from Italians to Welfare Mothers,
everyone is getting into the act.
We have all sorts of people
demanding their human rights.
Since I 776. the average
middle-class Ame1ican had got ten
into his head the idea that it was
justifiable to protest economic
do it much better than most of injustices. but to ask for human
the groups that are like them .
equality and dignity was somehow
A super group? They're billed out of line. Maybe it was because
of society's great stress upon
economic development that he
felt that self-respect was
secondary and only incidental to
his own happiness. But in the past
four or six years. college students
have become vocal about all
manner of very real human
problems. A majority of these
people are the sons and daughters
By Suzanne St. Pierre
and nieces and nephews of
Imagine a stage, devoid of middle-class people who never
scenery and props , and . actors, thought of dignity as something
sitting or standing around , that should be "fought" for.
without costumes, reading a play,
At first, people may not
and you are imagining Reader's have taken seriously their
Theatre, a recently organized children's activism - until it
· group on campus."
became obvious that student
"Reader's Theatre," according protest was for real and that it
to its leader, Mr. Neil Cohn , a was often effective. When the
junior, is "theatre in which people at the top began to listen
concentration is on reading and and react, the Middle American,
expression and not on actual t-hough he may not have admitted
acting." The lack of costumes, it, remembered all the indignities
sets and scenery, does not, in his
(Continued on Page 12)
opinion, detract from the
performance, since you are
NOTICE
supposed to see the action "in the
mind," as a sort-of "radio of the
MARGARET YARDLEY
imagination ." Like a radio
FELLOWSHIP

and less fury . . . there's enough
chaos in this world - let's hear
some favorable thoughts for a
change tn D ~ Jb.&1....il:aau az~ Q>,a&U{ QQll
A
rafrei;:hlns chanse in the
Last Saturaay my nance· tool<
overseas now suffering the
security
guard's
image
While
in
me
to one of your football games:
indignities and pain of war, while
we sit at home in comfort. What the hospital this summer, a Paterson _State versus Newark
can we do about it? We may not security guard (George Watson, State. I'm not what you might call
be able to bring our GI's home, Jr.) paid me a surprise visit. A a patriotic-silent-majority type
but we can send a little bit of rentca-cop visiting a student . . . American, but J do vote and I do
Christmas to them from home. and not even giving me an respect my flag (although I don't
Thus, the Aleithian Society on u n n e c es s a r Y ti c k e t ! ! ! always respect my-country-rightcampus is initiating "Operation Unbelievable, but wonderful! See, or-wrong). J also respect other
Holiday," a program in which Virginia , there are nice peoples property •aswellastheir
rent-a-cops!
ideals.
small items that our men need
Maureen
Sab~tini
'71
I respect the flag , for to me, it
(toiletries, etc.) are packaged and
P.S.
J'he INDEPENDENT 1s GREAT represents not the administration
sent overseas. We hope to have the
of this country, but my own set
servicemen receive them at
of standards and my own ideals of
Christmas: Would you like to
democracy, therefore, it's mine
Help? I urge everyone to
To the Editor:
and yours in each of our own
cooperate in this endeavor. Make
I
would
like
to
commend
Janet
respective way . And any decent
the GJ's Christmas a little bit
happier by donating generously. Wilson on her excellent article human will respect someone elses
concerning abortion.
ideals.
Please: either dig into your
Several
weeks
ago,
I
discovered
.
How would he like it if they
pockets (we will have canisters
I
was
pregnant.
My
boyfriend
and
decided
to cancel the date of
available for donations, or send a
· check to us - our ;iddress will be I have two years of school left and voting and not tell him - I'm sure
announced) or, bring to campus, no money. An unexpected he would be pretty mad, as would
any small articles you can and marriage at this time, under these you or I. This is definitely
leave them with our club members circumstances would have been a idealistic but I'm sure you 'II get
when you see us during the drive. tragic mistake. After speaking to a my point.
Even if he didn't rise; when the
Time is short, since we are clergyman I had contacted
accepting contributions until Nov. through the Clergy Consultation flag was presented , he could have
5, as the gifts must be sent out by Service, he confirmed what I risen for the National Anthem.
Sincerely You rs,
• Nov. 15th to arrive in Vietnam for already realized - an abortion
would
be
the
best
thing
for
my
Lisa Herschli
the holidays. We will appreciate it
(Continued on Page 14)
(Continued on Page 14)
boyfriend and I, independently,
and they will too!
our relationship, and the child,
Bob Hartwig
itself. A week after consulting the
Publicity Chairman
clergyman, I went for my
Aleithian Society
appointment at Women's Medical
Services. The people I met, and
the Doctor's assistant who spoke
Pi Eta Sigma Sorority
with me were friendly,
announces re-organization
understanding, and concerned. I
To the Editor:
was fortunate - I had my best
, make this your your sorority
Newark State now has a friend and boyfriend to confide in .
football team, a coach, bleachers, the lend me moral support. Many
Contact:
a - field and cheerleaders. But at of the other girls were completely
Saturday's game against Stoney al?ne. Women's Medical Center
Anna Buonomo
Jane Ries
Brook, it was obvious something tne~,. in a way, _to make the visit a
Dorothy Lowe
was lacking. What? A halftime positive expenence. Hopefully,
at 289-4500, Extension 375 or 376, Room T-100.
performance.
You w i 11 l-e-a-ve a more

Arise

as Cactus, not as Bogart, Day,
Apiece and McCarty. The tag was
put on them by other people , not
by the group.
They have an album out, which
is simply called "Cactus" It is a
good album. Not outstanding on a
· whole (although some cuts. most
notably " Brother Bill" and " Let
Me Swim " are) bu t' it is a very
good LP.
But to appreciate Cactus. one
must make the trek to the local
concert hall when they are there. I
caught them over the summer at
Strawberry Fields in Canada and
they were good enough to be
second only to Jethro Tull , which
is saying a hell of a lot.

Reader's
Theater
Begins.

Abortion

ATTENTION -

Halftame

GIRLS

$ 1000 per annum
Available to a post graduate
female stv_d ent of marked ability
to further pursue her studies.
Ability, clfli.i-acter, purppse and
potential SOfVice as well as
financial needs are controlling
considera lions.
For applications and information
write:
Margaret Yardley
Fellowship Fund
c/o Chairman
The NJ. State Federation
of Women's Clubs
55 Clinton Ave.
New Brunswick, NJ. 08901
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The Sensitive Historian
(Continued from Page 5) ;

Mrs. M: Good idea, Ed. That's
another point fo r the catalogue
t oo. If someone were underweight
to start with, Dostoevsky might
be fatal. But History and English
have their humorous side too ,
even whe re you' re no t looking fo r
it like in the Spanish Inquisitio n.
Ed : Mrs. Mattson , do yo u have
any ancestors named De Sade?
Mrs. M: I do n' t think so Ed. Why
·do yo u ask ? Well anyway , did yo u
know that yo u had to pay a fee to
be tortured during the Inquisitio n.
Can't you just see what wo uld
happen . You'd arrive early some
morning fully expecting to go on
the rack and so me clerk would ask
for the fee.
" Sorry Sir, we can' t allow you
on the rack without the fe e."
" But I mu st , I must."
"No, not witho ut the fee."
Ed : That would be sticky .
Mrs. M: And th en there's Santa
Anna. He was captured by Indians
in one o f his o ut periods and they

classified
Are You in Trouble?
Don't Know where to go?
Please be Patient ,
" Trouble" is coming to help

YOU!

* * *

A.P .O . Book Exchange Mon .,
October 16. 9: 15-3 : IS.
5:00-9 :00

* * *

VD Wasn ' t at the Hilton . But it
will be at Newark State.

* * *

ey Sam - the apple fell off the tree.

Willing to share large 3 ½ room
apartment 5 minutes from NSC
see Bill, Dana office .
* * *
Charlie Byrd Quintet
Fri., Oct. 23, 8 p .m. $3.00
Dreyfuss College
Fairleigh Dickinson University
Madison , NJ.

8 track stereo tape
$3 and up BRAND NEW
WRITE :
"INSANE" P.O . 673
Maplewood , NJ. 07040
or
Contact
Steve Waxman
SCIENTIFIC COMPUTER MATCHING
All A1es Entire U.S.A. Est. 1966

Meet Yo ■ r Ideal Mate
"It really works," acclaim thousands
of our happily teamed couples.
Send for FREE questionnaire.

TE AM Project
1270 BROADWAY NYC 10001

tho ught it would be a hugh joke
t o boil him , wrap his rem ains in
banana leaves and present them to
the nation as a giant tamale . In
English there's Tho mas Hard y
although most peo pl e don ' t
co nsider him a humorist.
Ed : I daresay I can' t think of
anyo ne who d oes.
Mrs. M: Well o f course not. When
you think of " Tess o f the
D'uberville 's" -- poor thing. But
Hardy is funny . Peopl e in ltis
novel s never cry - the y suffer
fro m an excess o f eye moisture .
And the funniest line in all
literature , I think , is in "Jude the
Obscure."
Ed : It's hard to believe that.
Mrs. M: I memo rized it . It' s when
Jude and Sue are traveling on a
train . It goes like this. "Jude
studied Sue' s profile and her apple
shaped convesities , so different
fro m Arabella's amplitudes."
Ed : It's racey as well , isn' t it?
Mrs. M: Yes, I think it was
censored when it first came out.
Ed: Well , I see you've finished
your meal. Are you off to Mr.
Letterese' s class now ?
Mrs. M: No , no t until sixth
period . That gives me a couple of
hours to digest all this just in case.
Same day : 4 : 30 p.m .
Ed : Mrs. Mattson I keep running
into you today . You look a little
pale are you all right?
Mrs . M: I think so. He did a thing
on forced feeding of women
suffragettes in English jails. Very
vivid account. No supper tonight,
rm afraid .

Student Body
(Continued from Page 7)

universities adopting this crazy
plan.
What will it prove? Who
knows. That's up to the individual
to realize. I see nothing but good
in it. There's now law which says
we can't do it.

If you're a person who cares
about other persons, write on a
piece of paper "I CARE" along
· with your name (if you choose)
and bring it
to
the
INDEPENDENT office and give it
to any old soul or place it on a
desk, if there's no one there.
If participation is approved,
the necessary arrangements will be
made : letters, pictures, etc., will
be placed on every bulletin board
on campus.
As the advertisement on TV
says : You can't save the whole
world, only a piece of it.

1) Do you consider yourself to be ........ Rep . ........ Dem.
....... .Uncommitted.
2) Are you eligable to vote? ........ Registered? ........
.
3) Do you fav<,H Gross ........ , or Williams .. ...... for Senatonal
race?
Name ........... . . . • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Address ... ... . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Telephone . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . ... •••• • • ···· ··· · · · · ·· · ·· · ·
Class

October 22, 1970

THE INDEPENDENT

..... . .. . .. .... . . . .. . .. . . .... . ... .. . .. . . .. ... ..

Age . . . . .. . .. .. . . ....... ... .. . . .... ·· · · · · ·· · ··· ··· ··
Sponsored by
College Young Republicans

I Protest
(Co ntinu ed fro m Page 11)

he had end ured , and he mu st have
felt, maybe unconsciously, how
subjugated he has been. And here
come a bunch of kids with a li tt le
mo re nerve than he had , and they
vq ter?! (without a do ub t Wilson are assert ing themselves where he
by Ken Wilson
The November ele ctions seem mu st be losing his marbles, you're never even tri ed. T he Middle
quite depressing. In neighb oring saying.) But hold on , because A merican reac ted to student
N ew Yo rk , super-rich liberal Nixon has developed a whole new " p rotest ~' with symp ath y or
Nelson Rockefeller is running con cept in election procedu res. It condemnation ( o r something in
against liberal Arthur Goldberg. wasn't eno ugh for him to approve b e tween ) a ccor d ing to hi s
A 1 t h o ugh R oc ke fell e r ha s of the eightee n ye ar o ld 's right to tempe rament. Now we are finding
re lati ve ly e ffective domestic vote; he has now take n the growing numbers of Middle
.p rogra ms, his fo reign policy position that anyone of any age Americans who, whether they
positi ons and hi s fa mily's long may participate provided he has sympathized o r condemned , are
involvement in . repressing the one qualification : he mu st be able • picking up the ball and carrying
it: Policemen and teachers (and
people of South American balance to shout obscene slogans.
On
Oct ober
l 7th Nixon many other professional groups)
with Goldberg's to tal naivety
fo rm ally presen ted thi s new are striking fo r greater au ton omy
toward real politics.
In new Yo rk' s senat orial race concept whe he ann oun ced at a nd pr ofessio n a l s t at u s.
Co n se rv a tive Party candidate Teterboro Airport: " One vo te is Italian-America ns are marching to
Jam es Bu c kl e c orrectl y worth a hundred o b scene opp os e di s(; riminati o n and
harassment by the F .B.l. (June
c h a rac te r ize s his opponents, slogans. "
This is of co urse no t true
197 0) . Prisoners are organizing in
Senator Goodell and Congressma
Ottinger, as representing the same equality, but it is a step in the an attempt to publicize and
politi ca l philo sophy (limp right direc tion, and the only improve the insen sible conditions
1i be ra !ism) while he himself problem that remai ns is how in our prisons (Tomb s Prison ,
rep re sent s a philosophy of effectively ta ke advantage of Queens Ho use of Deten tion, etc.).
w a v·e • the• o Id • f I a g •be ca u s- Nixon 's ge n e r os it y in the Wel fa reM others andotherwomen
a r e org a nizing to end the
we have-no thing-intelligent-to-say. November elections.
One method would have to have treatment of women as second
Ottinger' s campaign, by the way,
announces that he delivers. At this non-voters walk up to the polling class citizens (Welfare Lib and
time it would seem New Yorkers places in groups of one hundred Women's Lib). Etc. etc. etc.
This phenomena could be
would be more interested in a and request their right to shout
man who favors universal legalizecj one hundred obscene sloans for really terrific! From now on
abortion rather than encouraging every vote cast. This would be dissent is n o body's private
unwieldy, however, since most property . People of every
those who deliver.
Which brings us to New Jersey .Polling places wouldn't have the persu as ion co u Id be
with its long tradition of ignorant room for the sloganeers to shout, demonstrating in the streets,
voters electing igr;iorant public and fur,t her, no one would be able brandishing great signs saying,
officals who run on irrelevant to · hear exactly what each was "WE WANT THIS!" "WE WANT
issues. This year it's Senator Pete saying since each should be THAT! " "SOMETHING NOW! ",
yelling and crying, shouting down
(hie!) Williams who is occasionally shouting a different slogan .
anti-war, pitted against Nelson
A more practical alternative the opposition. As more and more
Gross who is always ugly (but that would be to have one person everyday Americans jump on the
q a-.rlrty

'

nITt

ahiW

campaign}. So which one does one
support; wishy-washy Williams or
gross Gross? New Jersey has
sufferedandwill continue to suffer
whichever one of these lackluster
limp-frogs wins in November.
Many local elections suffer
from the same lack of quality
among the candidates seeking
office. Flo Dwyer and Dan
Lundy, for example, are both as
lively as a piece of straw in a
haystack and equally as
differentiable in their stands on
foreign and domestic issues; both
stood against the war when it
wouldn't hurt either of them
politically. I said the November
elections seem quite depressing
and they are, but thery is one
glimmering ray of hope in this
darkness of mediocrity: the
President of the United States
(who deserves such stale
metaphors).
What ho! President Nixon the
savior of the under-stimulated

PARTY-·
RUTGERS
LAW SCHOOL
FRIDAY
OCTOBER 23
8 :00 P.M .
180 university ave.
newark
beer

music

zntonect ar earcn ponrng ,,race

· -,,roresr

1'1anawagon, ·-

we

are

prepared to shout one hundred getting a new breed - a cross
obscene slogans for each vote cast. between the revolutionaries and
He should have .plenty of throat the Silent Majority
the
lozenges and a good Dictionary of "Democratic Anarchists ."
Obscenities, especially in the Democratic Anarchists, by my
districts which have heavy voter own definition, are people who
turnouts.
believe in democracy and want to
Certainly the voters of New • see it work and don' t want to
Jersey would be quite stimulated infringe upon the next guy, but
by participating in Nixon's new will not be put down and
politial value system, and perhaps manipulated or exploited by any
this method of exercising the government in the name of
student's option will encourage any th i ng (neither God nor
many students to participate in Country) . We need more
this year's general election.
Democratic Anarchists, right on!

DRAFT COUNSELING
AND INFORMATION
Do You Know :
.. . Your obligation under the Selective Service Laws
. . . The Selective Service responsibility towards you
. .. How to claim Conscientous Objector status '
These questions can be answered by a draft counselor on
Monday and Wednesday evenings from 7 :30 to 9 :30 PM . Find
out your obligations to the government NOW!!
COME TO THE PEACE CENTER
249 Morris Ave.
Elizabeth, N.J . 07202
PHONE : 3554333
ALSO
The Peace Center is offering a draft coun~elor training course. A
representative from Merton Buber House wjJl conduct a six week
training course. It will be conducted on Tuesday evenings at 6: 30
P.M. Materials for the course will cost $15 and there will be no
charge for the course itself. For information call the Peace
Center. The course will be offered to l 5 people at a time so call
now .

AND
The Peace Center has other programs available to the community.
Join with us in working for the cause of Peace .
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HERE IT COMES

AGAIN!
NEWARK STATE'S
ENCOUNTER WEEKEND
(Formerly the leadership conference)

January

on 25 - 29

.

This is the weekend that brought you :
Bruce Davis &Tony Sa singirlg the "Cool Song"
Rockin' Bob & H.D. in the raw.
The reviVal of an-cient oraer of dadgeaho
The first Anniversary of the wares medley
The Greek-freak confad.
The Bell(?) Gene Fixler will never forget and
the people Who will- never be off the booze

Be there next time
to find out why
Dave Lichten$tein says

" :,_

"Its was better -t he·n my last trip" ·
Watch this space for more info.
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Sound and Fury

CCB Doesn't Screw Around

by Mary Lynn Franks
So now everyone knows what
the College Center Boa rd is - it's
that group tha t's been screwi ng
To the Editor:
up the Sunday night m ovies this
I would like to relate to you an
year.
incidence I recently had with our
Putney Swope was on the film
beloved Student Council. On
schedule but not on the screen.
approximately , October l, I was
The same was true of The Boys in
told I was up for election as a
t he Band and, in case you haven ' t
Student Council representative for
heeard, Z will not be seen 1 this
the Junior Class. At that time the
Sunday.
· President of the Student Council
Some student , justifiably angry
didn't know the exact date of the
about Putney's failure to show,
election. For two weeks I asked
agreed that the mistake was
every Student Council member I
"typical of the jerks" on the
could find the confirmation of the
College Center Board. Since I am
date, but in mass they could not
one of the jerks myself, I have a
answe r. Then -o n Thursday ,
strong basis ( or bias) for my belief
Oc tober 15 , a friend of mine
that the statement revealed a
awakened me to the fact that my
substantial amount of ignorance
'name was o n some sort of ballot. I
about the work of the College
looked int o the matter and found
Center Board. By now you can
it was the election for Council. I
guess the purpose of this article.
The College Center Board does
much mo re than sc rew up the film
program. Ac tuall y, programming
usually goes so smoo thly that
people are rarely co nscious of the
group of_peopl e behind it. It ta kes
a hitch in programming to get us
have not , as yet , planned what some recognition.
(Con t inu t!d from Page I I)
The case of the missing flicks
presentations will be given , but
program . expressio n is only in the
this will be announced in the near was not a matter of negligence on
voice , and even though in
the part of the Board. The Film
future. Although the group is part
Reader's Thea tre you would be
Committee
has special
of
Theatre
Guild,
meetings
are
run
able to see the players, they do
not change position or use independently and anyone is arrangements to procure good
ge s ture s a s part of the invited to participate , whether films as soon as they are available.
In some cases, the company that
they belong to the Theatre Guild
performance .
had
agreed to release a print of
or
not.
Virtually any play can be used
Meetings wiU be held at least
the film decides it would be
in Reader's Theatre , with cern
financially more expedient for
adaptations to compensate for the once a week during the day and
some
meetings
will
be
held
at
them to withold the film from
lack of movement. However , Mr.
cnnege screenings. 1 nar w11,, , .....,
Cohn feels the best plays for this night. ttowever, people wnu are
case this semester, and the Board
medium are "an ho ur lo ng or unable to come to night mee tings was left with las t minute gaps in
shorter" since the ac tion can because of jo b s or other
the film schedule.
commi tments are still invited to
become "difficult to follow·' in
If you saw the Chamber' s
attend whenever they can come.
too long or too complex a play .
Brother
and Factory in concert ,
All announcements of meetings
Such plays as In Wh ite America
then you know what the Special
will be posted on the publicity
and The Hollow Crown are ideal
Events Committee has been
and have been presented board in the Student Center , so if working on this year. Melanie and
you ' re interested in trying
pr o fe ssionally a s Reader ' s
so mething different , come to a The Byrds are booked for a
Theatre .
concert here in December. The
The group' s program is just meeting or contact Mr. Cohn
Committee tries to provide a
through
mailbox
no.
665.
starting for this year and they
(Continued from Page 11)

Full House

proceeded to inquire to the
el ection committee about the
matter of holding an election
without notifying the candidates.
I received two unique responses
from the co-chairmen . One stated
she did not know of the decision
while the other sat on his ass in
the Student Council office playing
cards and said, "Don't ask me
about it" and promptly pulled out
a full house. To satisfy the
committee's complete ineptness
on the matter , they quickly
searched all possible avenues on
how to escape this "oversight." So
I was told I am disqualified for
not having my poster approved.
My thanks go out the card players
of our Student Council and the
bubbleheads of our election
committee.
Gary De Carolis

Reader's Theatre
Begins

October 22, 1970

range of musical entertainment,
taking into consideration the
types of in te res t o n cam pus.
Las t year t he Board presented
Ritchie Havens, Chuck Berry and
Al Cooper. The spring concert
included Phil Ochs and McKendrie
Spring.
Those clamoring for certain
favorites should realize the Board
must contend with the matter of
cost. Soulful Weekendd, that
included To Be Young, Gifted, and
Black as well as the Ch ambers
Brothers and Factory in concert,
cost a total of $14,000 dollars.
The e Chambers Brothers alone
received $ I 0 ,000 for their
performance.
Ticket receipts for the
weekend were less than $3000.
Therefore , the program had to be
80% subsidized . The size of the
TPA prevents the College Center
Board from making a profit on
any produc tion. But that is never
the inte ntion in programming.
Then why does the Board
charge fo r productions subsidized
by Student Ac tivit y fees? This
practice is maintained for the
purpose of control.If tickets were
not sold, the Board would have no
idea of how a particular program
was going over. It's felt that if the
student takes the responsibility to
purchase a ticket, he will take the
responsibility to show up. The
cost is minimal , and all money
received is turned back to general
Student Org funds .
The only place you can get
~?~?,u~-?t;f;e J.!1..i,~a!:ll_p_~. ~ also
Those who've been to the Coffee
House know it has much more to
offer. The Coffee Hou-se
Committee provides the walls of
the Hex Room the furniture , the
food and the coffee. It's up to the
students to create the music and
the atmosphere.
Productions like To Be Young,
Gifted and Black come under the
auspices of the Drama Committee.
The Louis Falco program slated
for Monday, November 2, is one
of the Dance Committee's
projects this year.
Dance may not be your bag,

but one o f primary underlying
philosophies in CCB programming
is to help the student to expose
himself to forms of art that may
be unfamiliar, at a minimal, if
any , risk in cost.
In this same vein, the Fine Arts
Committee assumes responsibility
for bringing shows to campus,
both controversial , as in last year's
presentation of the Franz Erhard
Walther Mind
Space
participation/exhibit, and more
conventional as in the "2 Women
from Summit" exhibit, planned
for the end of November.
The Human R elations
Committee is now pursuing the
idea of creating a vest-pocket park
in Elizabeth port as means of
establishing good college and
community relations.
The College Center Board is
involved in aspects of campus life
that most students would not
think to associate with it. ls the
snack ba r so ugly it has an adverse
effec t upon your digestion ?
Wo uld you like to see the tenni s
court s o pen on Sunda ys? Are you
digusted with the sea of mud that
surround s the do rm ? CCB 's
Planning and Utiliz ation
committee is working on these
and other problems.
There is a large segment of this
college community that rarely
passes through the College Center,
that only occassionally read the
Independents, (if you have read
thus far , rest assured that you are
not part ot the group). These
.fil.1lden ts ore;,eot ie._ch allao.J? o
Public Relation s Committee.
While the various committees are
involved with their own
productions and problems, every
CCB program is a project for these
two committees. How can news of
CCB events be brought to the
attention of all Students (and to
the outside community as well).
All the CCB committees need
people. Those complainers out
there might now consider putting
some time and effort where their
mouths are. And for those of you
who still prefer to bitch, at least
now you have the facts.
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1st Downs
Rushing yd.
Passing yd .
Completions
Intercepted by
Fam.
Penalties

NSC
2
..,

.)

6
l /20
3
I
8-80

PSC
8
15 3
136
9/23
4
2
10-100

NSC
3
2 0 0 5
PSC
0 IO 0 0 -- 10
NSC
34 yard field goa l by
Montefusco
PSC - 23 yard field goal by
Taylor
NSC - safety (ball cen tered ou t
of endzone)
PSC - 45 yard pass from Kurley
to Bumpas (Taylor kick)

by Bob Burkhardt

Newark State lost its fust game
Saturday, 10-5 to a defensive
minded Paterson State. Newark
State was tied in a knot on
offense and gained only a total of
9 yards. Paterson gained 289
yards but the Squire defense was
better than that indicates.
Newark's defensive ends, Welbur
Aikins and Jerome Dunn cut off
Paterson's outisde running game.
Paterson's defensive ends, Welbur
Aikins and Jerome Dunn cut off

Paterson's outside running game.
Paterson's
The game was delayed about
20 minutes because P.S. was late.
So far Paterson has been late at
every game they have played t~s
year. It seems to be theu
trademark ; probably trying to
pysch-out their opponents.
Newark scored first on a 34
yard field goal by Bob
Montefusco. The Squire defense
bottled up Paterson State and
they could not surmount a drive.

In the second period P.S. tied the
score on a 23 yard field goal by
"Sarge" Taylor. The Squires got
two more points when the
Paterson center threw the ball
over the punters head and out of •·
the end zone. Late in the period
Paterson scored what turned out
to be the winning touchdown, on . rest of the half, Newark was deep
a 45 yard pass from P.S.
in their own territory where
quarterback Bob Kurley to
Paterson State stifled every
flanker Willie Bumpas.
offensive attempt.The Squire
The second half was frustrating
defense played heads-up ball and
for both teams. Newark State foiled every Paterson drive. Both
missed a great chance when T. E.
teams had 5 turnovers and a total
Wilbur Aikins dropped a Charlie of 180 yards was assessed in
Behm pass in the end zone. The penalties for both teams.

Squires Lose Two Down Monmouth
By Ken Graf

ihe

Squires

played

middle. He remained in the game,
the but was suffering a great deal of
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The third period was
completely dominated by Newark
"" •111::y outshot Monmouth 11-0.
It was almost a disaster with the
Squires unable to score with the
wind at their backs. Then with
less than 2 minutes left the
Squires started to click. With I: 30
left in the period Joe Dunn
crossed to Bill Cook who powered
the ball past the screened
Monmouth goalie. The Squires
scored what proved to be the
clincher with 40 seconds left in
the period. Ivo Lekic was coming
in on the Monmouth goal from
the right and was about to shoot
when he was tripped behind by a
Monmouth fullback. Since he was
fouled in the penalty area he was
given a penalty kick. Which he put
by the goalie for the final score
which virtually clinched it.

a game every other day this week. arm. Then the final injury came to
They came out with a l-2 log for lineman Bobo Kunno when he
the week. Here's what happened. collided head-on with a South
Tuesday., the Squires played Hampton player. The result is that
host to Bloomfield and lost 2-0. he is out for the season with a
The Squires played a good game. dislocated knee.
They out hustled Bloomfield as
well as outshooting them 26-15.
Taking advantage of a stunned
But the thing that wins games are Squire team, South Hampton
goals and the Squires never really proceeded to pump in 3 goals in a
were able to get off more than l matter of 2 minutes time . After
shot at any one time for an the scoring in the 2nd, the Squires
effective offensive thrust. managed to shut out South
Bloomfield scored its first foul Hampton the rest of the way
with just 13 seconds left in the except for a final score, half way
half. They applied the death blow into the 4th period.
in the third with 2 minutes left in
Homecoming blew in Saturday
the 3rd. It should be noted that
early in the third, Newark scored and with it came Monmouth. The
a goal which would have tied up result was that 2 hours later
the score 1-1 and might have Monmouth left with a 3-2 Joss to
changed the whole out look of the the Squires.
The 4th period saw more key
game. But it was called back when
plays
made by the Squires
It was a game in which the
one of the referees called a Squire
defensively
then in all the games
offsides
which automatically Squires had to win and they did.
nulified the goal. To say the least , The wind was a very big factor in combined this year. At first it
it was a call which caused much the game (20 MPH) as neither looked as if the Squires were in
talk between coach Aufsesser and team was able to score while going serious trouble when with I :25
gone Monmouth scored its 2nd
against the wind.
the official.
goal , again by Mark Reed . It came
Thursday, Newark traveled to
on
a corner shot which fell in
The
game
started
off
with
a
South Hampton where they were
bang,
when
with
just
1
:30
0
gone
front
of the Squires goal. After
hit with 3 key injuries in a matter
of 5 minutes . They lost 5-0. Their in the 1st period the Squires Monmouth score the Squires took
· 1st goal came on a overd the dominate
worst defeat of the season; score score d . Th eu
hroll with
b ·dthe
st
toe
shot
from
about
30
yards
out
win
agarn_
t
em
esi es
wise.
by
Al
Morino
who
lofted
Newark
.
Monmouth
.
Tune
and
time
again
The game started out with
the took 10 shots on goal to 1 Monmouth would start an
both teams fighting for the upper
offensive drive on goal only to
hand . South Hampton got it when ;~r Minmouth.
have
it broken up by the very
with 15 :53 gone in the first they
The Squire defense played a tough Squire defense. The half
scored their first goal. The Squires very tough agressive game all day .
were still much in the game until But a lapse late in the second gave and fullbacks were using the
rotation to perfection. The Squire
the injuries came all in the last 5 Monmouth a goal at 18 :20. Mark
defense was doing such a
minutes of the first. Fullback Reed of Monmouth managed to
tremendous job that for the last
Mike Knoth was the first injured break through the Squire defense
JO minutes of the game, the
and he had to be helped off the and put a shot past on rushing
Squires were on the offensive.
field. Then came goalie Jorge goalie , Jorge Barca . In all
With the line also doing their
Barca, he popped his shoulder Monmouth out shot the
share by keeping the ball in the
when two South Hampton playe rs Squirel0-6 with the wind at their
Monmouth end many times by
. acted like a vice with Jorge in the backs.
using short, crisp passes.

Dr. Sabia, Paterson's coach,
said he thought N.S .C.'s defensive
line was agressive and came across
real hard. He also said " I hope we
don't meet another defense like
this one again this year.'' When I
asked him about his future plans
for Arkansas, he surprisingly had
no comment.

Track Looks Unlikely
by Ruth Varey

Last spring a feedback of the Student Organization's
questionnaire revealed that a sizeable majority of students were in favor
of forming a cross-country and track team. However, Mr. Waterman
feels that, at this time, a track team would be implausible for a variety
of reasons. In the first place, a coach would have to be provided, but
there is no instructor available to devote his time to build up a team .
All instructors have already made commitments to the established
sports. Secondly, although it has a football field, Newark State does not
have a track oval , and the cost of building one would be huge,
approximately $75,000, but necessary if our runners would be provided
with a suitable running surface. Since cross-country is usually used to
keep long-distance runners in top shape for indoor and outdoor track, it
seems unlikely that a X-C team would have the necessary incentive to
maintain a strong team . The last reason Mr. Waterman gave was that the
track team would be plagued with the same difficulties that other
sports are faced with - the shortage of men to round out a team.
Although many former high school trackmen attend this school, most
have already signed up for other squads.
Confronted with these problems, it is most probable that there
will not be a Squire track team, at least not in the immediate future.
But then again, people once said the same thing about us not having a
football team .

Archery Team Places First
By Mark Billon

The Third Annual Eastern
District Intercollegiate Archery
Tournament was at Glassboro
State College on October 10.
Newark State College was
represented by a Men's Team of 5
archers and a Women's Team of 4
archers. The Men's Team
consisted of Mark Billon
(co-manager), Ted Evanski, Joe
LaBrutto, Richard Ledder and
George Team consisted of Mark
Billon (co-manager), Ted Evanski,
Joe LaBrutto, Richard Ledder and
George Taylor. The Women's
Team consisted of Marjorie
Pichard (co-manager), Barbara
Bell, Connie
The following colleges were
represented: Lon~ood College,

Virginia ;
Virginia;

Madison

College,

The following colleges were
represented: Longwood College,
Virginia; University of Delaware;
Cumberland. Community College,
Pa.; East St~ udsburg State and
Trenton State;Resul ts of t~ournament: I st
Place Men's Team ; Newark State
College; 1st Place Mixed Team ;
Madison College ; 1st Place
Women's Team; East Stroudsburg
State College; 2nd Place Women's
Team; Glassboro State College .
Newark State College's Women's
Team did not place for an award,
but Marjorie Pichard won an
award for the highest scorer on
her target in the afternoon shoot.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE WEEK OF 10/25
EVENT
PLACE
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25th
DATE

2:00-4:30
Fine Arts Department Craftsman Mtg.
7:45 P.M.
CCB Film Cotton Comes to Harlem
MONDAY,OCTOBER2~h
6:00-10:00

Class of '73 Congress Meeting

8:00 P.M.

Performing Arts Council : Nude Paper

Sermon-$1-NSC and $2-all others
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27th
1:40-2:55
· Reader's Theatre
1:40-2:55
American Student Union Meeting
1:40-2:55
Student Life Committee Meeting
1:40-2:55
Coordinators Meeting
1:40-4:00
3:00 P.M.

Curriculum Committee Meeting
Soccer: NSC vs. Drew
4:00-10:00
Draft Counseling
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28th ·

Little Theatre
Theatre for Performing Arts
Little Theatre
Sloan Lounge
Willis 100
T207

,

T107
Away
Student Services Bldg-Room B

4:00-8:00
Draft Counseling
7:00-10:00
Coffee House
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29th
1:40-2:55
3:00-5:00
7:00 P.M.

Downs Hall, Room B
Theatre for Performing Arts

Student Services Bldg-Room B
Hex Room

Renata Club Meeting

Alumni Lounge
Library-2nd fl. cont. room
Theatre for Performing Arts

Raculty Senate Meeting
CCB Halloween Film Festival :

"Haunting" & "Village of the Damned"
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30th
7:00-12:00
Coffee House
7:00-P.M.-7:00 A.M.

Hex Room

SATURDAY, OC)"OBER 31st
11:00Soccer: NSC vs . Jersey City State
1:30 P.M.
Football: NSC vs. New York Inst. of
Technology
8:00-12:00
Class of '72 Mixer

CCB All Night Film Festival
Away
Away
Snack Bar

College Center Board
N9eds You
. Positions now open:
Assistant Secretary
¥
Assistant Treasurer
l
2 members at arge
* Applicants must be freshmen
People are also needed for all IO College Center Board Committees.
Publicity Chairman
.
Chairman
.
R ecreahou

•

·

)£.

)£.

Apply in Student Activities Office, College Center, before Wednesday, October
28th. Election for the five board positions will take place at the Oct. 28th
meeting.
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